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ABSTRACT: Graphene/polythiophene composites are widely
used in a variety of optoelectronic devices and applications, e.g., as
electrode materials in capacitors and solar cells, but the detailed
molecular-level relationship between their structural and elec-
tronic properties is not well understood. We present a density
functional theory study of these composites using model systems
consisting of graphene nanosheets and nanoribbons sandwiched
between oligothiophenes (up to 13 monomers in length). These
systems are investigated by computing optical band gaps, UV−
visible spectra, densities of states, and by analyzing noncovalent
interactions in terms of the reduced density gradient. Frontier
molecular orbital analysis reveals a significant decrease in the
optical band gap upon increasing the concentration of graphene,
which can be tuned by adjusting the proportion of graphene using larger nanoribbons. This finding has implications for device
design in these materials.

1. INTRODUCTION

The two-dimensional (2D) single-atom-thick sheet of sp2-
hybridized carbon atoms arranged in a honeycomb lattice in
graphene makes it a more promising and captivating material
for a large number of applications in nanoelectronics,1 energy
storage devices,2 sensors,3 drug delivery,4 catalysis,5 and
quantum physics.6 The pristine graphene has zero band gap,
which limits its applications in the fields of sensors and
semiconductors.7 The electrical properties can be changed by
tuning the band gap when different covalent and noncovalent
functionalization approaches are used.8 Chemical modification
of graphene surface, reaction with inorganic and organic
molecules, and taking into account different noncovalent and
covalent interactions with graphene are some strategies for
functionalization of graphene.9−11 Intercalation, doping,
striping techniques, cutting the graphene sheet into narrow
ribbons, and applying external electric field to graphene bilayer
are a few techniques to open the band gap of graphene for
successful applications in nanoelectronics devices. Graphene
can be easily processed into different morphological nano-
structures, including ultrathin films,12,13 nanosheets,14−16

paper,17 nanoribbons,18,19 foams,20,21 tetragonal graphene
system,22 and colloidal graphene quantum dots.23 The
tetragonal graphene sheet and nanoribbon system is often
used as a model to compute optical properties and magnetic
flux-induced electronic band tuning.24 The incorporation of

graphene sheets with other functional moieties is an efficient
route to improve its performance in diverse applications.25

Graphene quantum dots possess unique electronic, photo-
luminescence, and electrochemical sensor properties.26 Gra-
phene quantum dots in diamond shape with different sizes are
used to study their magnetic and optical properties with the
help of density functional theory (DFT)27 methods. Covalent
modifications can improve the electronic properties of
graphene, and this can be attained by chemically absorbing
the molecules on graphene surface. This modification results in
stable structures, but it alters the hybridization of graphene’s
carbon from sp2 to sp3 and leads to undesirable irreversible
changes or sometimes exploitation of its electronic proper-
ties.28

The noncovalent approach takes advantage of dispersion
interactions between adsorbate and graphene, and thus the
carbon lattice does not suffer from undesirable and irreversible
changes. The desired electronic properties of graphene are
retained. The intrinsic properties of graphene are conserved by
using noncovalent functionalization with π−π* stacking and
hydrophobic interactions rather than covalent functionaliza-
tion. Therefore, graphene-based materials blended with
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conjugated organic polymers are utilized for the effective
exciton separation and charge transport. The large surface area
for donor/acceptor interfaces and continuous pathway are
responsible for the electron transfer. Hybridization of graphene
with conducting polymers improves the thermal, electrical, and
mechanical properties of graphene, and these composites are
fabricated through melt blending,29 in situ polymerization,30

and solution mixing.31 The stabilities of various graphene
nanoflakes containing 42, 54, 78, 82, and 84 carbon atoms have
also been studied and modeled.32

Graphene/polymers nanocomposite have been explored
much in various forms. It was observed that better electrical
and mechanical properties of nanocomposites are achieved
when a small amount of graphene is added to polymers.33 The
discovery of polymer nanocomposites by the Toyota research
group opened a new dimension in the field of material science.
Various kinds of conducting polymer such as polypyrrole
(PPy), polyacetylene (PAC), polyaniline (PANI), and
polythiophene (PT) have been composited with graphene
filler. An interesting feature of graphene/polymer nano-
composites is the utilization of low filler loading in the
polymer matrix to improve these properties. The graphene/
polypyrrole and graphene/polyaniline nanocomposite are
extensively used for biological application and energy storage
devices while graphene/polyacetylene and graphene/polythio-
phene (or its derivatives)-based nanocomposites are used in
optoelectronic devices.34 The fabrication of such systems
bequeathed with optoelectronic properties has become an
attractive area of interest. The unique and tunable optoelec-
tronic properties of polythiophene (PT) and graphene
composites make them promising candidates for electronic
devices. Polythiophene and graphene (PT/GR) composites are
prepared by in situ polymerization,35−38 plasma method,39 and
chemical polymerization.40 Polythiophenes are π-conjugated
polymers and can potentially exhibit π−π interactions with
carbon nanomaterials such as carbon nanotubes, graphene, and
graphene oxides and are used as conductive dispersant for
graphene to obtain highly conductive patterns.41 Polythio-
phene and its derivatives are considered most conductive
polymers as they possess the ability to conduct electricity and
high charge mobility.42

The graphene composites with conducting polymers are not
much explored theoretically and very few studies are available.
Molecular dynamic simulations with Reax force field are used
to study the mechanical properties of graphene/polythiophene
composites.43 The electronic, vibrational, and optical proper-
ties of polyaniline composites with edge-modified graphene
quantum dots are explored theoretically by using a mix
approach of molecular dynamics in the frame of DFT. Time-
dependent DFT (TD-DFT) approach at the B3LYP/6-31G(d)
level of theory is used to explore the optical properties and
electronic dynamics44 of these systems. The theoretical insight
regarding the structure, electronic properties, and type of
interaction of graphene/polythiophene composites is unknown
as revealed from the literature. The current study focuses to
obtain the structural details of graphene/polythiophene
composites in the framework of DFT. The change in the
geometric parameters of polythiophene after binding with
graphene, strength of interaction between graphene and
polythiophene, and the electronic properties in terms of
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)−lowest unoccu-
pied molecular orbital (LUMO) gap of these composites are

evaluated, and the confirmation of structure of composites is
inferred by comparison with the available experimental results.

2. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
All calculations are performed with Q-chem 5.245 and results
are visualized by different graphical interface such as
GaussView46 and IQmol.47 The various geometries of
graphene nanosheets and nanoribbons with oligothiophenes
are optimized at the M06-2X/6-31G(d) level of theory.
Interaction energies are calculated with M06-2X/6-31G(d)
(with and without dispersion correction) and ωB97M-V/def2-
TZVPD. M06-2X-D3/48−506-31G(d) and ωB97M-V/def2-
TZVPD are counterpoise (CP)-corrected and ωB97M-V/
def2-TZVPD with counterpoise correction gives a good
estimate of interaction energies and is considered as the best
functional for main-group thermochemical kinetics and
noncovalent interactions.51 M06-2X captures only medium-
range52 electron correlation, although it is a commonly used
functional for noncovalent interactions and thermochemistry.53

In accurate quantum-mechanical computations, long-range
electron correlation must be included to reliably account for
dispersion interactions. The ωB97M-V functional, which
includes VV1051 nonlocal correlation, incorporates the
dispersion effects for the right physical reasons. The Karlsruhe
basis set (def2-TZVPD)54 minimizes the basis set super-
position error (BSSE) that would probably appear with smaller
basis set (6-31G(d)). Nonetheless, we report CP-corrected
results for the ωB97M-V functional. The interaction energies
of the graphene/oligothiophene nanosheet and nanoribbon
composites are calculated as

E E E E( )int composite oligothiophene graphene= − + (1)

where Eint is the interaction energy of graphene/oligothio-
phene composites. Ecomposite, Eoligothiophene, and Egraphene are the
energies of graphene−oligothiophene composite, oligothio-
phene, and graphene, respectively. Eoligothiophene and Egraphene are
calculated in supersystem basis for CP correction. The
electronic properties are calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G(d)
level of theory. B3LYP is an excellent functional for orbital
energies and HOMO−LUMO gap calculations55−60 The UV−
visible (vis) spectra are simulated with time-dependent DFT to
get the crucial excited states. Density of states (DOS) spectra
are plotted using GaussSum software.61 The noncovalent
interaction index (NCI) is obtained through Multiwfn 3.6
program62 to study the weak interaction and influence of π···π
interactions. The reduced density gradient (RDG) color-
mapped isosurfaces (0.5 au) graphs are rendered by the
VMD1.9.3 program.63 The scatter plots of reduced density
gradient (RDG) versus the second largest eigenvalue of the
Hessian matrix of electron density functions are obtained by
Multiwfn 3.6 program.62

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Optimized Structures. Graphene nanosheets and

nanoribbons are loaded with thiophene oligomers in various
orientations to get the accurate electronic structure of
graphene/polythiophene composites. The models are simu-
lated at the M06-2X functional with 6-31G(d) basis set. The
graphene sheets containing 30, 46, and 59 carbon atoms having
molecular formula C30H14, C46H18, and C59H20, respectively,
are selected to load with thiophene oligomers. The graphene
nanoribbons having 38, 46, and 54 carbon atoms with
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molecular formula C38H22, C46H26, and C54H30, respectively,
are also used to stack thiophene oligomers. Experimentally
reported64,65 composites contain low percentage of graphene,
so a model should be such which corresponds to actual
composite. Therefore, sandwich structures are considered
where one or two oligothiophene chains are placed on either
side of the graphene nanosheet or nanoribbon. Three different
possible orientations (vertical, tilted, and π-stacking) are
considered as input files for the interaction of oligothiophene
with graphene model; however, some of these structures (such
as tilted orientation) converged to more stable π-stacking
during optimization. The oligothiophene chain exists in
anticonformation where the dihedral angle between sulfur
atoms of two adjacent thiophene rings is close to 180°. For
such conformation, the oligothiophene with odd number of
thiophene rings presents a symmetrical structure and the
number of calculations are reduced due to the symmetry of the
system. Therefore, oligothiophene with odd number of
thiophenes (1, 3, 5, 7, 9) are selected. Frequency calculations
of some selected configurations of ribbon and sheet models are
carried out to confirm that these structures are true minima on
the potential energy surface. Frequency calculations on all
structures are not possible mainly due to the computational
cost for analytical Hessian calculations for such large systems.
Therefore, frequency calculations are performed only on small
composite structures. The finite-difference (FD) approach66 is
also used for some selected structures to calculate the
harmonic frequencies. The FD approach to DFT harmonic
frequency extends harmonic analysis to cases where analytic
Hessian calculations are complicated and difficult or where the
Hessian cannot be calculated easily.
3.2. Interaction Energies. The stability of graphene/

polythiophene composites can be accounted from the
interaction energy values. The strength of interaction between
graphene sheet and ribbon composites with thiophene
oligomers (n = 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13) are studied using th
DFT method at the M06-2X/6-31G(d), M06-2X-D3/6-
31G(d), M06-2X-D3/6-31G(d) (CP), and ωB97M-V/def2-
TZVPD (CP) levels of theory, and interaction energies are
listed in Table 1 while geometric parameters are in Table S1.
Counterpoise-corrected energies at ωB97M-V/def2-TZVPD
(CP) are used to explain the interaction between graphene and
oligothiophenes. Interaction energies of various configurations
are calculated by using eq 1.
3.2.1. Interaction Energies Based on Graphene Nano-

sheet Composites. 3.2.1.1. C30H14···nPT Composites. The
C30H14 graphene nanosheet is first stacked with nPT (n = 1, 3,
5) oligomers on one side, and their interaction energies are
calculated and listed in Table 1. The counterpoise-corrected
interaction energy of C30H14···1PT at ωB97M-V/def2-TZVPD
in π-stacking orientation is −8.64 kcal mol−1, and the interlayer
distance between graphene sheet and thiophene is 3.66 Å. The
interaction energy increases to −19.98 kcal mol−1 for C30H14···
3PT. The interplanar distance between graphene nanosheet
and oligothiophene is 3.55 Å. This increase in energy is due to
increase in π···π interaction among oligothiophene and
graphene sheet. The 1PT is also loaded on graphene sheet
in vertical (T-shaped) orientation, and its optimized structure
comes out with two types of CH−π and S−π noncovalent π
interactions. The CH−π is a kind of hydrogen bond, and
interaction between CH and π system is attractive.67 The
S−π68 interaction is between thiophene sulfur and the π
system of graphene sheet. The interaction energy for vertical

orientation is −5.58 kcal mol−1, and the S−π distance and
CH−π distance are 3.76 and 2.93 Å, respectively. The
C30H14···3PT composite is also optimized in vertical
orientation, but 3PT does not remain vertical and becomes
parallel (π stacking) to graphene sheet after optimization. The
interaction energy values reveal that π···π interactions are
stronger in π-stacking configuration than CH−π and S−π

Table 1. Interaction Energies of Oligothiophene and
Graphene Nanosheet (C30H14···nPT), (C46H18···nPT),
(C59H20···nPT), and nanoribbon (C38H22···nPT), (C46H26···
nPT), (C54H30···nPT) Models Optimized at the M06-2X/6-
31G(d) versus ωB97M-V(CP)/def2-TZVPD Level

system
ωB97M-
V(CP) M06-2X

M06-2X-
D3(CP)

M06-2X-
D3

C30H14···1PT
(stacked)

−8.64 −5.84 −6.03 −8.63

C30H14···1PT (T-
shaped)

−5.58 −2.53 −3.99 −5.07

C30H14···3PT −19.98 −15.84 −15.13 −20.65
C30H14···5PT −25.56 −20.19 −19.82 −26.09
1PT···C30H14···1PT −17.64 −13.76 −12.60 −17.96
3PT···C30H14···3PT −37.83 −30.91 −29.07 −39.15
5PT···C30H14···5PT −47.73 −38.85 −37.66 −49.89
C46H18···1PT
(stacked)

−9.53 −7.79 −6.95 −9.64

C46H18···1PT (T-
shaped)

−6.37 −4.00 −4.85 −5.88

C46H18···3PT −26.91 −22.32 −20.43 −26.74
C46H18···5PT −35.82 −30.59 −25.32 −30.72
1PT···C46H18···1PT −19.20 −15.79 −13.98 −19.24
3PT···C46H18···3PT −53.07 −44.04 −39.41 −52.48
5PT···C46H18···5PT −71.92 −61.16 −55.22 −72.47
C59H20···1PT
(stacked)

−10.00 −9.22 −7.33 −10.02

C59H20···1PT (T-
shaped)

−7.20 −4.52 −5.85 −6.88

C59H20···3PT −30.34 −24.15 −22.52 −28.98
C59H20···5PT −41.79 −33.20 −30.85 −40.26
1PT···C59H20···1PT −20.11 −16.40 −14.94 −20.27
3PT···C59H20···3PT −57.40 −46.24 −42.29 −55.43
5PT···C59H20···5PT −85.07 −69.61 −63.67 −83.48
C38H22···1PT −6.57 −6.10 −4.82 −6.94
C38H22···3PT −19.56 −18.40 −15.73 −20.39
C38H22···5PT −30.28 −28.40 −24.56 −32.74
1PT···C38H22···1PT −13.74 −13.00 −10.79 −15.54
3PT···C38H22···3PT −38.76 −36.20 −30.96 −42.57
5PT···C38H22···5PT −61.56 −57.50 −50.15 −68.02
C46H26···3PT −19.80 −18.20 −14.57 −20.48
C46H26···5PT −32.08 −30.70 −25.17 −33.93
C46H26···7PT −41.30 −36.90 −31.62 −43.21
3PT···C46H26···3PT −39.65 −54.70 −32.78 −44.29
5PT···C46H26···5PT −64.35 −76.80 −52.76 −69.94
7PT···C46H26···7PT −82.70 −94.48 −67.47 −90.66
C54H30···3PT −19.20 −16.70 −13.37 −18.97
C54H30···5PT −31.62 −28.40 −23.35 −32.20
C54H30···7PT −43.29 −39.00 −33.12 −45.01
C54H30···9PT −51.49 −46.60 −40.44 −55.02
C54H30···11PT −55.34 −49.81 −43.79 −59.04
C54H30···13PT −55.65 −49.82 −43.95 −59.58
3PT···C54H30···3PT −70.96 −61.01 −54.52 −66.26
5PT···C54H30···5PT −96.57 −78.11 −75.30 −92.62
7PT···C54H30···7PT −120.13 −100.68 −94.55 −118.27
9PT···C54H30···9PT −135.40 −101.94 −107.14 −134.67
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bonds in vertical (T-shaped) orientation. The interaction
energy for the C30H14···5PT composite is −25.56 kcal mol−1,
and the average interplanar distance is 3.44 Å. The π-stacking
orientation is more stable than tilted and vertical because π···π
interactions are stronger. These interactions are noncovalent in
nature and operate in molecules having π system. The π-
stacking C30H14···5PT composite is more stable than the
C30H14···3PT and C30H14···1PT composites as oligothiophene
becomes more parallel to graphene sheet and increases the
extent of conjugation and delocalization of π electrons in
C30H14···5PT composite. The optimized structures with
interlayer distance are shown in Figure S1 of the Supporting
Information.
3.2.1.2. nPT···C30H14···nPT Composites. This model of

graphene sheet is also sandwiched between two oligothiophene
chains, and optimized configurations are shown in Figure S2
(Supporting Information). These configurations are studied in
π-stacking orientation. The interaction energy (CP) for the
1PT···C30H14···1PT composite is −17.46 kcal mol−1. The
interplanar distance of 1PT···C30H14···1PT for side A is 3.32 Å
and that for side B is 3.36 Å. These distances are much smaller
than 3.66 Å for 1PT···C30H14.
The interaction energy for 3PT···C30H14···3PT composite is

−37.83 kcal mol−1 and the interplanar distance between side A
is 3.53 Å and side B is 3.83 Å. The interaction energy increases
as the size of oligothiophene increases. The interaction energy
of the 5PT···C30H14···5PT composite is −47.73 kcal mol−1.
The interplanar distance for side A is 3.63 Å and that for side B
is 3.28 Å. The stability of the composite increases with increase
in chain length. These chains interact with graphene sheet
through π···π interactions.
3.2.1.3. C46H18···nPT Composites. In this model, graphene

nanosheet (C46H18) is loaded with thiophene oligomers having
one, three, and five units. The composites are optimized in π-
stacking orientation, and their interaction energies are
calculated. The vertical orientation is studied for only the
C46H18···1PT composite. The computed interaction energies
are listed in Table 1, and optimized structures are depicted in
Figure S3. The interplanar distance between graphene sheet
and 1PT for π stacking is 3.66 Å, and for vertical orientation
with two types of CH−π and S−π noncovalent π interactions,
they are 3.94 and 3.50 Å, respectively. The interaction energy

of the C46H18···1PT composite with π stacking orientation is
−9.53 kcal mol−1, and for vertical orientation, it is −6.37 kcal
mol−1. The interaction energy value shows that π stacking
orientation is more stable than vertical orientation. Moreover,
the π stacking with this model is more stable than the π
stacking with the previous model, which is probably attributed
to a large surface available with the C46H18 model for better
interaction with oligothiophene. The interaction energy of the
C46H18···1PT composite shows that it is more stable than the
above-mentioned C30H14···1PT composite. The greater
stability of the C46H18···1PT composite is due to a relatively
large graphene sheet. This large sheet results in more effective
delocalization of π electrons and favors strong π···π
interactions between graphene sheet and 1PT. The inter-
planare distances in C46H18···3PT and C46H18···5PT compo-
sites with π stacking orientation are 3.64 and 3.63 Å,
respectively. The interaction energy values for C46H18···3PT
and C46H18···5PT are −26.91 and −35.82 kcal mol−1,
respectively. Among these, the C46H18···5PT composite is
more stable due to greater π···π interaction between
oligothiophene and graphene sheet because the stability of
composite is affected by the length of oligothiophene.

3.2.1.4. nPT···C46H18···nPT Composites. Now this model of
graphene sheet is sandwiched between two oligothiophene
chains, and optimized structures are shown in Figure S4. These
configurations are studied in π-stacking orientation. The
interaction energy for the 1PT···C46H18···1PT composite is
−19.20 kcal mol−1. The interplanar distance of 1PT···C46H18···
1PT for side A is 3.64 Å and that for side B is 3.45 Å. The
interaction energy for the 3PT···C46H18···3PT composite is
−53.07 kcal mol−1, and the interplanar distances on side A and
B are 3.68 and 3.79 Å, respectively. The interaction energy
increases as the size of oligothiophene increases. The
interaction energy of the 5PT···C46H18···5PT composite is
−71.92 kcal mol−1. The interplanar distance for side A is 3.67
Å and that for side B is 3.69 Å. The stability of the composite
increases with increase in chain length. This is because that the
long chain of oligothiophene induces more conjugation and
delocalization of π electrons, which results in more effective
π···π interactions with the graphene sheet. The π···π
interactions on both sides of graphene sheet result in stronger

Figure 1. Optimized geometries of (a) vertical CH···π, (b) vertical S···π, (c) stacked C59H20···1PT, (d) C59H20···3PT, and (e) C59H20···5PT
composites.
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adsorption and therefore the stability of graphene/polythio-
phene composites.
3.2.1.5. C59H20···nPT Composites. The interaction energies

of the C30H14···nPT and C46H18···nPT model reveal that the
stability of composites increases as the size of graphene
nanosheet increases. The same trend in stability is also
observed for the oligothiophene chain. The stability is
increased with the increase in the length of the oligothiophene
chain. All other composites are optimized in π stacking
orientation, and their interaction energies are calculated and
listed in Table 1. The vertical orientation is studied for only the
C59H20···1PT composite. The interplanar distance between the
graphene sheet and 1PT for π stacking is 3.62 Å, and for
vertical orientation with CH−π, it is 3.49 Å, and with S−π, it is
3.64 Å. The interaction energy of the C59H20···1PT composite
with π-stacking orientation is −10.0 kcal mol−1, and with
vertical orientation, it is −7.20 kcal mol−1, and the optimized
structures are depicted in Figure 1. The interaction energy
value shows that again π-stacking orientation is more stable
than vertical orientation. The interaction energy of the
C59H20···1PT composite shows that it is more stable than
the above models of graphene/polythiophene composites. The
larger graphene sheet results in more effective delocalization of
π electrons and favors strong π···π interactions between
graphene sheet and 1PT. The interplanar distances in C59H20···
3PT and C59H20···5PT composites with π stacking orientation
are 3.65 and 3.55 Å, respectively. The interaction energy value
for the C59H20···3PT composite is −30.34 kcal mol−1 and that
for the C59H20···5PT composite is −41.79 kcal mol−1.
3.2.1.6. nPT···C59H20···nPT Composites. The C59H20 gra-

phene sheet model is sandwiched between two oligothiophene
chains in π-stacking orientation, and optimized configurations
are shown in Figure S5. The interaction energy for the 1PT···
C59H20···1PT composite is −20.11 kcal mol−1. The interplanar
distances of 1PT···C59H20···1PT for sides A and B are 3.75 and
3.46 Å, respectively. The interaction energy for the 3PT···
C59H20···3PT composite is −57.40 kcal mol−1, and the
interplanar distances for sides A and B are 3.62 and 3.34 Å,
respectively. The interaction energy increases as the size of
oligothiophene increases. For 5PT···C30H14···5PT, the inter-
action energy is −85.07 kcal mol−1 and the interplanar
distances for sides A and B are 3.60 and 3.29 Å, respectively.
The stability of the composite increases with increase in chain
length of oligothiophene and the size of graphene sheet. The
vertical orientation of thiophene on all models of graphene
sheet is less stable than π-stacking orientation. This is because
in vertical orientation CH−π and S−π interactions arise, which
causes less binding of oligothiophene on graphene sheet. In π-
stacking orientation, the conjugation and delocalization of π
electrons result in more effective π···π interactions with the
graphene sheet. The interaction energies of different sheet
models reveal that it increases with increase in the size of
graphene sheet and oligothiophenes. The C59H20···nPT
composites show maximum values of interaction energies
among C46H18···nPT C30H18···nPT composites due to a larger
graphene sheet. The larger graphene sheet increases the
conjugation of π electrons, which also increases π···π
interactions among oligothiophenes and graphene sheet and
gives more stable composites.
3.2.2. Interaction Energies Based on Graphene Nano-

ribbon Composites. The synthesis of graphene/polythiophene
composites and their performance as supercapacitors69 and
energy storage devices40 have been studied experimentally.

The composites with increasing concentration of graphene are
also reported.65 The concentration of graphene changes the
optical properties of composites. The concentration of
graphene is increased by using graphene nanoribbons
containing 38, 46, and 54 carbon atoms. The graphene
nanosheet-based composites are more stable in π-stacking
orientation than tilted and vertical orientations. Therefore,
only π-stacking orientation of oligothiophene on graphene
nanoribbons is studied.

3.2.2.1. C38H22···nPT Composites. Graphene nanoribbons
are loaded with one, three, and five units of oligothiophene in
π-stacking orientation to explore the correct electronic
structure and optical properties of graphene/polythiophene
composites. The graphene ribbons are also sandwiched by
increasing the concentration of polythiophene. The interaction
energy for the C38H22···1PT composite is −6.75 kcal mol−1

(Table 1) with an interplanar distance of 3.67 Å. The
interaction energy increases to −19.56 kcal mol−1, and the
distance decreases to 3.65 Å when graphene nanoribbon is
loaded with 3PT. The oligothiophene remains flat on graphene
ribbon. The interaction energy increases to −30.28 kcal mol−1,
and the distance decreases to 3.56 Å in C38H22···5PT. The
graphene ribbon gets bent at the center when loaded with 5PT,
as shown in Figure S6c. The oligothiophene does not remain
planar as their length increases, and this change in planarity
also affects the geometry of graphene ribbon and it bends at
the center due to effective π···π interactions among them. The
interaction energy increases with increase in chain length,
which, in turn, demonstrates an increase in the stability of
composites.

3.2.2.2. nPT···C38H22···nPT Composites. The interaction
energy of the 1PT···C38H22···1PT composite is −13.74 kcal
mol−1, and the interplanar distances on side A and side B are
3.17 and 4.3 Å, respectively. The interaction energy increases
to −38.76 kcal mol−1 in 3PT···C38H22···3PT with an
interplanar distance of 3.7 Å on side A and 4.2 Å on side B,
and −61.56 kcal mol−1 for 5PT···C38H22···5PT composites.
The 3PT remains flat on both sides of ribbons, but 5PT is
slightly bent on edges. The interaction energy of the 5PT···
C38H22···5PT composite is −61.56 kcal mol−1, and the
interplanar distances on side A and side B are 3.8 and 3.5 Å,
respectively. The increase in energy reflects an increase in the
stability of composites, and this is attributed to increase in
conjugation between graphene ribbon and oligothiophene. The
optimized structures of the composites are shown in Figure S7.
This effective delocalization increases the π···π interaction
among composites.

3.2.2.3. C46H26···nPT Composites. This model of graphene
ribbon is loaded with one, three, and seven units of PT on one
side and on both sides in π-stacking orientation, and the
optimized structures are depicted in Figures S8 and S9. Their
interaction energies are calculated and listed in Table 1. The
interaction energy of the C46H26···3PT composite is −19.80
kcal mol−1 with an interplanar distance of 3.9 Å. The energy
increases to −32.08 kcal mol−1 for C46H26···5PT and −41.30
kcal mol−1 for C46H26···7PT composites. The increase in
interaction energy results as the conjugation increases with
increase in oligothiophene chain. The interplanar distances
decrease to 3.70 and 3.60 Å for C46H26···5PT and C46H26···
7PT, respectively. The decrease in interplanar distances also
supports the increase in interaction energies among them. The
change in the geometry of graphene ribbon is also observed as
oligothiophene does not remain planar in higher composites.
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3.2.2.4. nPT···C46H26···nPT Composites. The interaction
energy of complexes increases with increase in chain length.
The interaction energy for the 3PT···C46H26···3PT sandwich
composite is −39.65 kcal mol−1. The distances between 3PT
and graphene ribbon on sides A and B are 3.83 and 4.42 Å,
respectively. The interaction energy increases to −64.35 kcal
mol−1 by increasing the chain length of oligothiophene on both
sides of graphene ribbon in 5PT···C46H26···5PT composites.
The interplanar distance decreases to 3.82 Å on side A and to
4.41 Å on side B. The interaction energy for 7PT···C46H26···
7PT composites increases to −82.70 kcal mol−1. The distance
decreases as 7PT does not remain flat on graphene ribbon
surface but bent away from planarity on edges and bent toward
graphene ribbon at the center of oligothiophene. This bending
toward the ribbon from the center decreases the distance from
side A to 3.63 and 3.52 Å from side B. The π···π interaction
increases between oligothiophene and graphene ribbon with
increase in chain length.
3.2.2.5. C54H30···nPT Composites. This model of graphene

ribbon is loaded with 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, and 13 units of PT on one
side in π stacking orientation, and their interaction energies are
calculated (Table 1). The interaction energy of the C54H30···
3PT composite is −19.20 kcal mol−1, and the interplanar
distance is 3.60 Å. The optimized configurations are shown in
Figure 3 with side and top views of C54H30···3PT composite in
Figure 2. The energy increases to −31.62 kcal mol−1 for
C54H30···5PT and to −43.29 kcal mol−1 for C54H30···7PT
composites. The distances between oligothiophene and

graphene ribbon for 5PT and 7PT composites are 3.96 and
3.85 Å, respectively. The interaction energy for C54H30···9PT is
−51.49 kcal mol−1, whereas the interaction distance is 3.83 Å.
The C54H30···11PT and C54H30···13PT composites have
−55.34 and −55.65 kcal mol−1 energies, respectively. Both
complexes have a similar interplanar distance (3.84 Å). The
energy increases with increase in chain length of oligothio-
phene; the increase is appreciable up to 9 oligomers and after
that, the change in energy is almost same. The C54H30···nPT
ribbon composites show maximum values of interaction
energies among C46H26···nPT C38H22···nPT composites due
to increase in the length of graphene ribbon.

3.2.2.6. nPT···C54H30···nPT Composites. This model is
sandwiched by loading three, five, seven, and nine
oligothiophenes on both sides of graphene ribbon, and their
interaction energies are calculated (Table 1). The three and
five oligothiophenes slide little above and below the graphene
ribbon after optimization, as shown in Figure 4a,b. The
interaction energy of the 3PT···C54H30···3PT composite is
−70.96 kcal mol−1, and the distance on side A is 3.58 Å and on
side B is 4.74 Å. Some of the sandwich complexes show
superadditivity of interaction energies. For 3PT···C54H30, the
interaction energy is −19.20 kcal mol−1, and it is expected that
the sandwich complex 3PT···C54H30···3PT will show twice the
interaction energy (2 × −19.20 = −38.40 kcal mol−1).
However, the complex shows about −32.56 kcal mol−1 higher
interaction energy, which illustrates the superadditivity of the
interaction energies. The superadditivity may be attributed to

Figure 2. (a, c) Side and (b, d) top views of stacked C54H30···3PT and 3PT···C54H30···3PT composites.

Figure 3. Optimized geometries of (a) stacked C54H30···3PT, (b) C54H30···5PT, (c) C54H30···7PT, and (d) C54H30···9PT composites.
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polarization of graphene nanosheet by first oligothiophene,
which facilitates the incoming of the second oligothiophene.
The interaction energy of the 5PT···C54H30···5PT composite

is −96.57 kcal mol−1. The interaction of two oligothiophenes
with graphene ribbon in sandwich composites of nPT···
C46H26···nPT and nPT···C54H30···nPT leads to superadditivity
of interaction energy, in which the interaction energy of the
oligothiophenes exceeds the simple sum of the interaction
energies of individual components. This overproportional
increase or superadditivity is attributed to the fact that the
first oligothiophene causes the polarization of graphene ribbon,
which opens the path for the second oligothiophene to interact
with graphene ribbon. The distance between graphene ribbon
and 5PT on side A is 3.84 Å and on side B is 4.45 Å. The
energy increases to −120.13 and −135 kcal mol−1 for 7PT···
C54H30···7PT and 9PT···C54H30···9PT composites, respec-
tively. The distance between oligothiophene and graphene
nanoribbon on side A is 3.83 Å and on side B is 4.43 Å for
7PT, and for 9PT, it is 3.81 Å on side A and 4.41 Å on side B.
The energy increases as the length of PT chain increases on
both sides, and the stability also increases. In π-stacking
orientation, the conjugation and delocalization of π electrons
results in more effective π···π interactions with the graphene
sheet. The π···π interactions increase with the size of graphene
sheet and the chain of thiophene oligomers.
The C54H30 graphene ribbon model is also optimized by

increasing the amount of oligothiophene 2 times on both sides
of graphene. The interaction energy increases to −193.02 kcal
mol−1. The distance on one side of graphene ribbon and 9PT
is represented as A′, whereas the distance between two 9PT
oligomers is represented as A″. Similarly, B′ and B″ are the
similar corresponding distances on the other side of ribbon.
The values of A′, A″, B′, and B″ are 3.67, 3.76, 3.47, and 3.24
Å, respectively, as shown in Figure S11. The length of
graphene ribbon also increases the extent of interactions
among oligothiophene and nanoribbons. The PT chains
remain stacked on the surface of ribbon and increases the
π···π interactions. Moreover, composites with double amount
of PT are more stable than their single-chain analogue. The
delocalization increases, which results in effective π···π
interactions. The comparison of the interaction energy values
of graphene sheet and ribbon models with oligothiophenes

shows that ribbon models are more stable as their interaction
energies are higher than sheet models. The maximum
interaction energy of the ribbon model is −193.02 kcal
mol−1 higher than −85.07 kcal mol−1 of sheet model. The
interaction energies are computed with different methods. The
ωB97M-V(CP)/def2-TZVPD gives a good estimate of
interaction energies within infinite basis set limit compared
to M06-2x/6-31G(d) to capture the noncovalent interactions.
The comparison of basis set with these two methods in terms
of interaction energy is shown in Figure S12. An astounding
correlation in the interaction energies is also observed in the
long-range (-D3) part of the M06-2X-D3 and the basis set
superposition error (BSSE) in the M06-2X functional in Figure
S13. The magnitudes of dispersion correction (D3) from the
M06-2X-D3 method are given in Table S1 (Supporting
Information).

3.3. Orbital Analysis. 3.3.1. Pristine Polythiophene. The
energies of HOMO and LUMO (frontier orbitals) of
polythiophene are changed when composited with graphene.
Graphene lowers the optical band gap of polythiophene by
forming mid-gap state, and the conductivity of graphene/
polythiophene composites increases with decrease in band gap.
HOMO−LUMO energy gaps are calculated at the B3LYP/6-
31G(d) level of theory because B3LYP is a reliable functional
for the simulation of electronic properties.55 Further validation
of the B3LYP method is done by comparison of the
theoretically calculated optical gap with the available
experimental data. The experimental optical band gap for
polythiophene is 2.23 eV.70 The optical band gap calculated for
9PT at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level is 2.3 eV, which agrees
nicely with the experimental value of 2.23 eV. We have shown
previously that the properties of a nine-unit oligomer nicely
present the properties of polymer, more particularly regarding
the HOMO−LUMO gap. The excellent correlation gives us
confidence that B3LYP is an accurate functional for optical
band gap calculations.71 The band gap decreases with increase
in chain length of oligothiophene, and the results are listed in
Table 2. The decrease in optical band gap reflects in an
increase in the conductivity of oligothiophenes.

3.3.2. C30H14···nPT Composites. Energies of HOMO,
LUMO, and HOMO−LUMO gap are calculated at the
B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory. The HOMO, LUMO

Figure 4. Optimized geometries of (a) stacked 3PT···C54H30···3PT, (b) 5PT···C54H30···5PT and (c) 7PT···C54H30···7PT, and (d) 9PT···C54H30···
9PT composites.
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energies and optical band gap values of C30H14···nPT
nanosheet composites are listed in Table 2, and densities are
shown in Figure S14. The HOMO−LUMO gap of pristine
1PT is 6.20 eV, and for vertical and π-stacking orientations of
the C30H14···1PT composite at the B3LYP level, it is 2.28 eV.
The lowering of band gap results in an increase in the
conductivity of composite. The optical bad gap decreases to
2.27 and 2.26 eV in C30H14···3PT and C30H14···5PT
composites, respectively. The conjugation and delocalization
of π electron increases with increase in chain length of
oligothiophenes, which results in lowering of band gap. The
optical band gap for 1PT···C30H14···1PT and 3PT···C30H14···
3PT sandwich composites is 2.27 eV, whereas the optical band
gap for the 5PT···C30H14···5PT composite is 2.26 eV. The
band gap does not change considerably in sandwich
composites by increasing the number of oligothiophene units
as these composites contain low concentration of graphene.
Generally, the optical gap increases when oligothiophene chain
length is increased on graphene nanosheet.
3.3.3. C46H18···nPT Composites. HOMO, LUMO energies

and HOMO−LUMO gap are calculated at the B3LYP/6-
31G(d) level of theory. The optical band gap for vertical and
π-stacking orientations of C46H18···1PT is 1.23 eV. The band
gap remains same for the C46H18···1PT composite irrespective
of different orientations. The band gap of 1PT is reduced to a
much lower value when loaded with C46H18 compared to
pristine 1PT, and this decrease is possibly due to large
concentration of graphene. The HOMO−LUMO gap for
C46H18···3PT is 1.24 eV and remains same for the C46H18···
5PT composite. The calculated band gaps for sandwich
composites 1PT···C46H18···1PT and 3PT···C46H18···3PT are
similar to their one-sided composites. The optical gap for
5PT···C46H18···5PT composites is 1.26 eV, and this slight
increase is due to increase in the length of oligothiophene. The
band gap does not change much when the length of oligomer
is increased, and it is attributed to the large proportion of
graphene in the composite. The comparison of the band gaps

of C30H14···nPT (2.26 eV) and C46H18···nPT (1.24 eV)
composites shows that it decreases rapidly as the concentration
of graphene increases in composites (Table 2).

3.3.4. C59H20···nPT Composites. The optical band gap
values and the HOMO and LUMO energies at the B3LYP/6-
31G(d) level of theory are listed in Table 2, and densities are
shown in Figure S16. The calculated band gap for vertical and
π-stacking orientations of C59H20···1PT is 0.46 eV and remains
same for C59H20···3PT and C59H20···5PT composite. The band
gap decreases when the concentration of graphene is increased
in these composites compared to pristine 1PT, and this
decrease is possibly due to large concentration of graphene.
The optical band gap of 1PT···C59H20···1PT and 3PT···
C59H20···3PT sandwich composites remains same as that of
their one-sided composites and increases to 0.50 eV for the
5PT···C59H20···5PT composite. This increase in the optical
band gap of 5PT···C59H20···5PT is due to increase in length of
the oligothiophene chain. The C59H20···nPT composites show
maximum change in band gap compared to C30H14···nPT and
C46H18···nPT composites. This variation in band gap is
observed due to increase in the concentration of graphene.
The band gap decreases due to increase in conjugation and
delocalization of π electrons as the size of graphene sheet is
increased. Generally, the band gap decreases as the length of
pristine oligothiophene increases. The band gap of composites
increases and sometimes remain same as the length of
oligothiophene increases as the change in optical band gap is
mainly influenced by the concentration of graphene in
composites.

3.3.5. C38H22···nPT Composites. Graphene nanoribbons are
composed of polythiophene, and their optical band gap and
HOMO, LUMO energies are calculated at the B3LYP/6-
31G(d) level of theory. The results are listed in Table 3, and
densities are shown in Figure S17. The optical band gap of
pristine 1PT is 6.20 eV, and it is reduced to 1.15 eV when
composited with C38H22 graphene nanoribbon. The optical
band gaps of C38H22···3PT and C38H22···5PT are 1.15 and 1.16
eV, respectively. The nanoribbons are sandwiched between
two oligothiophene chains, and the band gap remains the same
for 1PT···C38H22···1PT at 1.16 eV and increases to 1.18 eV for
3PT···C38H22···3PT and 5PT···C38H22···5PT composites. The
band gap in composites decreases by increasing the
concentration of graphene, and in sandwich composites, the
concentration of graphene decreases and hence band gap
increases.

3.3.6. C46H26···nPT Composites. The optical band gap of the
C46H26···3PT composite is 0.56 eV (Table 3 and Figure S18).
The band gap reduces compared to the C38H22···nPT
composite due to increase in concentration of graphene. The
band gap also decreases when the length of oligothiophene
increases in one-sided composites. The optical band gap is 0.54
eV for C46H26···5PT and 0.53 eV for C46H26···7PT composites.
The C46H26 ribbon is also sandwiched between oligothiophene
chains. The band gap increases in these composites as the
concentration of graphene decreases. The optical band gap for
3PT···C46H26···3PT composite is 0.88 eV compared to 0.56 eV
for C46H26···3PT composite. The computed values of optical
band gap for 5PT···C46H26···5PT and 7PT···C46H26···7PT are
0.94 and 0.93 eV, respectively. The increase in optical band
gap for sandwich complexes (compared to one-sided)
composite is attributed to decrease in the concentration of
graphene.

Table 2. Optical Band Gap, λmax, Oscillator Strength, and
Excitation Energy of Oligothiophene- and Graphene
Nanosheet-Based (C30H14···nPT), (C46H18···nPT), and
(C59H20···nPT) Composites

model

HOMO−LUMO
gap (eV)

B3LYP/6-31G(d)
λmax
(nm)

oscillator
strength

excitation
energy
(eV)

C30H14···1PT 2.28 420 1.04 2.95
C30H14···3PT 2.27 319 0.63 3.89
C30H14···5PT 2.26 375 1.56 3.27
1PT···C30H14···1PT 2.27 427 0.96 3.89
3PT···C30H14···3PT 2.27 319 0.76 2.97
5PT···C30H14···5PT 2.26 418 2.55 3.87
C46H18···1PT 1.23 320 1.81 3.98
C46H18···3PT 1.24 311 0.73 3.83
C46H18···5PT 1.25 324 1.22 3.87
1PT···C46H18···1PT 1.23 320 1.41 1.67
3PT···C46H18···3PT 1.24 742 0.33 3.21
5PT···C46H18···5PT 1.26 386 0.32 3.18
C59H20···1PT 0.46 389 0.31 2.78
C59H20···3PT 0.46 445 0.30 2.36
C59H20···5PT 0.46 525 0.17 3.16
1PT···C59H20···1PT 0.46 392 0.23 2.81
3PT···C59H20···3PT 0.46 441 0.23 2.14
5PT···C59H20···5PT 0.50 579 0.10 3.98
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3.3.7. C54H30···nPT Composites. The optical band gap of
C54H30···nPT nanoribbon composites are given in Table 3,
while densities are shown in Figure 5. The calculated band
gaps of C54H30···3PT, C54H30···5PT, and C54H30···7PT are

0.63, 0.60, and 0.58 eV, respectively. The band gap decreases
with increase in the length of oligothiophene chain up to 7PT
and then remains same for C54H30···9PT, C54H30···11PT, and
C54H30···13PT. The concentration of graphene decreases in all
these composites, and conductivity does not change with
increase in length of the oligothiophene chain. The optical
band gaps of sandwich composites of 3PT···C54H30···3PT and
5PT···C54H30···5PT are 0.70 and 0.73 eV, respectively. The
band gap increases with increase in length of oligothiophene in
sandwich composites, and it is 0.75 eV in 7PT···C54H30···7PT
and remains same for the 9PT···C54H30···9PT composite.
However, a comparison of the band gaps of C54H30···nPT and
nPT···C54H30···nPT composites reveals that higher concen-
tration of graphene results in lowering of optical band gap and
increase in conductivity. The graphene nanoribbon composites
show appreciable changes in optical band gap values than
graphene nanosheet composites compared to pristine poly-
thiophene band gap. The optical band gap decreases with
increase in concentration of graphene and the length of
oligothiophene in one-sided composites, while in sandwich
composites, the band gap increases due to decrease in
graphene concentration. The density of HOMO and LUMO
of all graphene sheet and ribbon model composites is mainly
spread on graphene (Figure 5) and is consistent in all
composite systems (Supporting Information), which supports
the decrease in band gap as the concentration of graphene
increases.

3.4. UV−Vis Spectroscopy Studies. The TD-DFT
approach helps in gaining information about the excitation of
electrons from lower to higher energy levels. The UV−vis
study is substantial in governing the conductivity and
sensitivity through charge transfer and HOMO−LUMO
gaps.72 The UV−vis spectra of C54H30···nPT nanoribbon
composites are shown in Figure 6, and the spectra of other
configurations are shown in Figures S19−S23 of the

Table 3. Optical Band Gap, λmax, Oscillator Strength, and
Excitation Energy of Oligothiophene- and Graphene
Nanoribbon-Based (C38H22···nPT), (C46H26···nPT), and
(C54H30···nPT) Composites

model

HOMO−LUMO
gap (eV)

B3LYP/6-31G(d)
λmax
(nm)

oscillator
strength

excitation
energy
(eV)

C38H22···1PT 1.15 314 7.74 3.95
C38H22···3PT 1.15 304 7.89 4.08
C38H22···5PT 1.16 307 4.48 4.04
1PT···C38H22···1PT 1.16 315 6.58 3.94
3PT···C38H22···3PT 1.18 317 0.58 3.90
5PT···C38H22···5PT 1.18 347 0.28 3.57
C46H26···3PT 0.56 500 8.32 2.47
C46H26···5PT 0.54 530 5.76 2.34
C46H26···7PT 0.53 392 5.46 3.16
3PT···C46H26···3PT 0.88 360 1.89 3.44
5PT···C46H26···5PT 0.94 431 0.23 2.87
7PT···C46H26···7PT 0.93 419 0.89 2.96
C54H30···3PT 0.63 560 8.18 2.22
C54H30···5PT 0.60 582 7.08 2.13
C54H30···7PT 0.58 587 6.11 2.11
C54H30···9PT 0.58 590 6.03 2.10
C54H30···11PT 0.58 592 6.01 2.09
C54H30···13PT 0.58 594 6.17 2.08
3PT···C54H30···3PT 0.70 368 3.85 3.37
5PT···C54H30···5PT 0.73 465 0.22 2.72
7PT···C54H30···7PT 0.75 426 0.75 2.91
9PT···C54H30···9PT 0.75 446 0.36 2.78

Figure 5. Canonical depiction of HOMO and LUMO orbitals of nPT···.C54H30 Composite.
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Supporting Information. The results of TD-DFT including
excitation energies, wavelengths, and oscillator strength of
nanosheets composite are listed in Table 2, and those of
nanoribbons are listed in Table 3. The λmax of pristine
oligothiophene increases due to increase in conjugation as the
length of the chain increases. The λmax of 1PT is 123 nm,
which increased to 306 nm for 3PT, 361 nm for 5PT, 397 nm
for 7PT, and 415 nm for 9PT. The λmax values of 11PT and
13PT are 428 and 433 nm, respectively.
3.4.1. C30H14···nPT Composites. The C30H14···nPT nano-

sheet composites show a shift in wavelength toward longer
region compared to pristine oligothiophene. The λmax of
C30H14···1PT is 420 nm, whereas the λmax values of C30H14···
3PT and C30H14···5PT are 319 and 375 nm, respectively. The
increase in wavelength is due to increase in conjugation after
compositing with graphene. This increase in conjugation
results in lowering of the energy gap for π−π* transition, and
the absorbed wavelength shifts to the longer region. The λmax
of the 1PT···C30H14···1PT sandwich composite is 427 nm and
319 nm for the 3PT···C30H14···3PT composite. The 5PT···
C30H14···5PT composite shows λmax at 418 nm. The wave-
length increases compared to one-sided composite as the
oligothiophene on both sides of graphene sheet increases the
conjugation of π electrons. The increase in conjugation lowers
the energy gaps between HOMO and LUMO, and the
excitation of electron from HOMO to LUMO requires less
energy and wavelength shifted towards the visible region.
3.4.2. C46H18···nPT Composites. The λmax values of C46H18···

1PT, C46H18···3PT, and C46H18···5PT are 320, 311, and 324
nm, respectively. The sandwich composite 1PT···C46H18···1PT
exhibits λmax at 320 nm as one-sided 1PT···C46H18 sheet
composite. The 3PT···C46H18···3PT composite shows a
significant increase in λmax at 742 nm, and this shifting of

wavelength toward the longer region is due to increase in
conjugation and lowers the energy for π−π* transition. The
λmax of the 5PT···C46H18···5PT composite is 386 nm longer
than the corresponding one-sided composite.

3.4.3. C59H20···nPT Composites. The C59H20···nPT sheet
composites show λmax closer to the visible region. The λmax of
C59H20···1PT is 389 nm. The wavelength increases to 445 nm
for C59H20···3PT and to 525 nm for C59H20···5PT composites.
The increase in wavelength is due to increase in conjugation of
π electrons, and this conjugation decreases the energy gap for
π−π* transition and the light absorbed in the visible region.
The nPT···C59H20···nPT sandwich composites also show a shift
in wavelength toward the longer region. The λmax of 1PT···
C59H20···1PT is 392 nm and for 3PT···C59H20···3PT is 441 nm.
The 5PT···C59H20···5PT composite shows λmax at 579 nm. The
oligothiophene on both sides of graphene sheet increases the
conjugation and narrows the energy gap for π−π* transition
and a red shift is observed.

3.4.4. C38H22···nPT Composites. The C38H22···nPT nano-
ribbon composites also show a shift in wavelength compared to
pristine oligothiophene. The λmax of C38H22···1PT is 314 nm.
The UV−vis spectra of C38H22···3PT and C38H22···5PT
composites are blue-shifted to 304 and 307 nm, respectively,
compared to pristine 3PT (306 nm) and 5PT (361 nm). This
blue shift is due to less overlap between π orbitals, which
decreases the length of conjugation. The absorption maximum
increases when the graphene ribbon is loaded with 1PT on
both sides. The absorption maximum is increased to 315 nm
for 1PT···C38H22···1PT. The λmax values of 3PT···C38H22···3PT
and 5PT···C38H22···5PT are 317 and 347 nm, respectively. The
loading of oligothiophene on both sides increases the overlap
between π orbital, which increases the conjugation, and a red
shift is observed. The loading of oligothiophene on the larger

Figure 6. UV−vis spectra of (a) isolated oligothiophene, (b) C54H30···nPT, and (c) nPT···C54H30···nPT composites.
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graphene ribbon in C46H26···nPT increases the wavelength
compared to the C38H22···nPT composites.
3.4.5. C46H26···nPT Composites. The λmax of C46H26···3PT is

500 nm. It shifts to the longer wavelength region in C46H26···
5PT (at 530 nm) but blue-shifted to 392 nm in C46H26···7PT.
The blue shift in the 7PT composite is due to less conjugation
of π electrons and wavelength spilling to the shorter region.
The absorption maximum of sandwich composites of the
C46H26 graphene nanoribbon shows blue shift as the extent of
conjugation decreases between π electrons and the energy gap
increases in 3PT···C46H26···3PT (360 nm) and 5PT···C46H26···
5PT (431 nm) composites. The 7PT···C46H26···7PT compo-
sites show a red shift (λmax at 419 nm compared to 392 nm for
C46H26···7P).
3.4.6. C54H30···nPT Composites. A further increase in the

concentration of graphene in C54H30···nPT nanoribbons has a
larger effect on wavelength and peaks are shifted to the longer
region. The C54H30···3PT composite shows a peak at 560 nm.
A continuous red shift is observed as we load the graphene
with increasing units of oligothiophene. The maximum
wavelength values of C54H30···5PT, C54H30···7PT, and
C54H30···9PT are 582, 587, and 590 nm, respectively. The
C54H30···11PT and C54H30···13PT composites show maximum
peaks at 592 and 594 nm, respectively. The larger graphene
ribbon shows increase in the electronic conjugation. This
increase in the length of conjugation lowers the energy gap for
π−π* transition, and light are strongly absorbed in the visible
region. The two-sided loading of oligothiophene on graphene
ribbon causes a blue shift in wavelength. The absorption
maxima of 3PT···C54H30···3PT and 5PT···C54H30···5PT are

368 and 456 nm, respectively. The 7PT···C54H30···7PT and
9PT···C54H30···9PT composites also show blue shift, and their
λmax values are observed at 426 and 446 nm, compared to their
one-sided composites at 592 and 594 nm, respectively. The
blue shift is due to increase in the energy gap for π−π*
transition. The increase in energy gap is due to decrease in the
concentration of graphene in sandwich complexes.
The UV−vis analysis of all these composites agrees well with

the band gap values and binding energies. The UV−vis results
of C54H30···nPT nanoribbon composites show a red shift,
which strongly coincides with increasing electronic conjugation
and narrow band gap. The oscillator strength also has
theoretical significance besides λmax. The oscillator strength
rises as the interaction increases between species because of
the strong overlapping of wave functions.73 The oscillator
strength increases when graphene is composited with
oligothiophene, and energies of electronic transitions are
shifted toward higher values with increasing conjugation. This
significant change in the absorption character of the C54H30···
nPT nanoribbon composites can be useful for chemical sensor
applications.

3.5. Density of States. The electronic behavior of
graphene/polythiophene nanosheet and nanoribbon compo-
sites is further confirmed by total density of states (TDOS).
The TDOS of pristine graphene (C54H30) and C54H30···9PT
nanoribbon composites with one-sided oligothiophene and in
sandwich configuration is shown in Figure 7a−c. The
corresponding plots of other configurations are shown in
Figures S24−S29. The DOS spectrum gives us an estimate of
the number of energy states at particular energy level that are

Figure 7. DOS spectrum of (a) C54H30, (b) C54H30···9PT, and (c) 9PT···C54H30···9PT composites.
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available to an electron. The small change that usually occurs
in the DOS spectrum in the HOMO and LUMO region has a
great influence on the conducting properties of these
semiconductor materials. The change in the HOMO and
LUMO region is attributed to variation in band gap, which
causes change in conductivity. The loading of graphene on
polythiophene results new energy levels. The newly generated
HOMOs have higher energy compared to pristine oligothio-
phene HOMOs, which results in the decrease of the HOMO−
LUMO gap. The small band gap leads to mobile π electrons
and the greater distribution of energy throughout the
composite and stabilizing it. This mobility and conjugation
of π electrons in these graphene/oligothiophene composites
make them good semiconductor materials as energy gap
becomes smaller.
3.6. NCI-RDG Analysis. A graphical visualization of the

noncovalent interaction regions in real space is obtained by the
method of noncovalent interaction analysis to distinguish
hydrogen-bond, van der Waals (vdW) interactions, and
repulsive steric interactions.74 NCI plots are generated to
probe the existence of weak interactions. The noncovalent
interaction index (NCI) uses quantum-mechanical electron
density to identify the noncovalent bonds. The reduced density
gradient (RDG), which is the derivative of electron density, is
defined as

r
r

r
RDG( )

1
2(3 )

( )
( )2 1/3 4/3π
ρ

ρ
= |∇ |

(2)

NCI plots are generated by plotting reduced density gradient
RDG versus (sign λ2) ρ. The (sign λ2) ρ is electron density
multiplied by the second largest eigenvalue of the Hessian
matrix of electron density referred as λ2. The value of ρ(r)
gives the strength of bond, and the function with sign λ2

expresses the type of bond. The interactions are repulsive if
(sign λ2) ρ > 0 and attractive if (sign λ2) ρ < 0, and for van der
Waals type interaction, (sign λ2) ρ ≤ 0. The color of the
isosurface is decided by the value of sign (λ2) ρ. The color-
mapped isosurfaces and their respective scatter plots of
reduced density gradient (RDG) versus sign (λ2) ρ of
C54H30···9PT nanoribbon composite in one-sided and
sandwich configurations are shown in Figure 8. The scatter
plots and color-mapped surfaces of other composites are
shown in Figures S30−S41 of the Supporting Information. The
red, green, and blue color codes according to the value of sign
(λ2) ρ ranging from −0.04 to 0.02 au are used to describe
destabilizing steric interactions (0.02−0.04 au), van der Waals
(−0.01 to 0.01 au),75 and stabilizing hydrogen bond (−0.01 to
−0.04 au). The color-filled RDG surfaces also indicate the type
of interaction according to the color codes. All of the
composites show green or light brown color RDG isosurface,
indicating the existence of low-gradient, low-density areas of
nonbonded overlap. The region in the center of rings is filled
by red as they show a strong steric effect. The π···π stacking
interactions are clearly manifested by the isosurfaces filling the
interlayer space between graphene and oligothiophene in
nanosheets and nanoribbon composites. The noncovalent
surface extends as the length of oligothiophene increases to
5PT in C30H14, C46H18, and C59H20 sheet composites
(Supporting Information). The ribbon composites also show
extension in the RDG surface with increase in length of
oligothiophene. The extension of noncovalent surface is up to
5PT in C38H22, 7PT in C46H26, and 9PT in C54H30 graphene
ribbon composites. Generally, two spikes are obtained in RDG
scatter plots of composites. The green spikes at sign (λ2) ρ
value −0.01 to 0.01 indicate the vdW interactions, and the red
spikes at sign (λ2) ρ value 0.02−0.04 au indicate the
destabilizing interactions. The green spikes also show the

Figure 8. Color-mapped RDG isosurface graphs and scatter diagrams of C54H30···9PT and 9PT···C54H30···9PT composites.
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small displacement in the −0.01 to 0.01 region as the
concentration of graphene increases in sheet and ribbon
models and when oligothiophene composited with graphene.
These colored RDG map surfaces and spikes indicate the
existence of noncovalent interaction between oligothiophene
and graphene and are in accordance with the results of
interaction energies, band gap, UV−vis analysis, and density of
states.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Graphene−polythiophene composites have been extensively
used in various fields since last several decades; however,
theoretical details about the structural and electronic proper-
ties are not understood. A proper description of a theoretical
model for these composites is quite challenging mainly due to
low concentration of graphene in composites. Herein, we
present the first detailed theoretical study to unveil the
structural, electronic, and optical properties of polythiophene−
graphene composites. DFT calculations with the M06-2X
method are performed on different models of graphene
(nanosheet and nanoribbon) to realize the accurate model
for adequately describing the properties of graphene−
polythiophene composites. Moreover, the ribbons (C38H22,
C46H26, C54H30) and sheets (C30H14, C46H18, C59H20) of
different numbers of carbon atoms are considered. Oligothio-
phenes (nPT) of reasonable length (n = 1−13) are placed on
graphene nanosheet, as well as nanoribbon models in different
orientations, including vertical, tilted, and π stacking. The
calculations reveal that π stacking is the preferred orientation
for interaction between oligothiophene and graphene nano-
sheet. The stability of composites increases as the size of
graphene sheet increases from C30H14 to C59H20. Interaction
energies are calculated with M06-2X/6-31G(d), M06-2X-D3/
6-31G(d), M06-2X-D3/6-31G(d) (CP), and ωB97M-V/def2-
TZVPD (CP) functionals. An accurate estimate of interaction
energies is obtained with counterpoise-corrected ωB97M-
V(CP)/def2-TZVPD. The interaction energy increases from
−8.64 kcal mol−1 in C30H14···1PT to −41.79 kcal mol−1 in
C59H20···5PT sheet composites. The sandwich complexes of
oligothiophene and graphene nanosheet also show an increase
in interaction energy from −17.46 kcal mol−1 in 1PT···
C30H14···1PT to −85.07 kcal mol−1 in 5PT···C59H20···5PT
composites. The interaction energy for nanoribbons ranges
from −6.75 kcal mol−1 in C38H22···1PT to −55.65 kcal mol−1

in C54H30···13PT composites. The sandwich composites of
oligothiophene and graphene nanoribbon show increase in
interaction energy from −13.74 kcal mol−1 in 1PT···C38H22···
1PT to −135.40 kcal mol−1 in 9PT···C54H30···9PT composites.
The ribbon models of graphene−polythiophene composites
show higher interaction energies than the sheet models of
graphene−polythiophene. The interaction energies between
oligothiophene and graphene model are as high as −193.02
kcal mol−1 for graphene ribbon. The nature and strength of
interaction are evaluated through interaction energies and NCI
plots. Many of these composites show superadditivity of
interaction energies. The superadditivity of interaction energies
is more pronounced for the graphene nanoribbon model than
the graphene nanosheet model. The NCI plots reveal the
visualization of regions where noncovalent interactions occur
in real space and distinguish the hydrogen-bond, van der
Waals, and repulsive steric interactions. Frontier molecular
orbital analysis reveals a significant decrease in the band gap.
The optical band gap decreases by increasing the concentration

of graphene, and it is improved when the proportion of
graphene is increased by using C46H26 and C54H30 larger
nanoribbons. The density of states analysis is performed to
explore the electronic properties and to further support the
inferences obtained from molecular orbital analysis.
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